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The entry sets the tone for the rest of a Vero Beach, Florida, house, decorated 
with a strong global flavor by Thomas Hamel, an American designer who lives 
in Sydney, Australia. He paired vintage 1970s sconces with African mud pots 
and a stone and iron Nero console from Formations. OPPOSITE: A powder room 
door practically vanishes against the stairway, made of fumed oak from the 
Netherlands. The Antique Barre Grey limestone floor is from Exquisite Surfaces.
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Jalousie windows filter the light above a wraparound banquette that gives 
the living room a Middle Eastern aura. Pillows are made of African and Indo-
nesian textiles collected by the owners. Over the fireplace, a steel frame with 
antique mirrored panels hides the TV. Woven leather chairs from McGuire. 
Dotted Tube floor lamp by Lesley Anton. Stucco walls are painted Benjamin 
Moore’s Cement Gray; trim is White Down. The cypress ceiling is lime-washed.
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P RO D U C E D BY RO B E R T R U F I N O

CHRISTINE PIT TEL: How in the world 
does an interior designer who lives in 
Australia manage to decorate a house 
in Florida? 
T HOM A S H A M EL : It wasn’t easy. The 
flight from Sydney is nearly 24 hours, 
and you have to cross the interna-
tional date line. So basically, I would 
arrive the day before I left! And to 
top it off, my clients lived in London. 
But they’re old friends, and we were 
totally in sync about how we wanted 
to design the interior.
I can’t pin down the style. The palette 
makes me think of Sweden, but then I 
look around and see India, Morocco, 
Turkey, Greece . . .
...China, Indonesia, England. I’d say 
it’s ‘international eclecticism.’ This is 
a global house. I call myself a cross-
pollinator, traveling and doing design 
work around the world.
A cross-pollinator? 
There’s a strong ethnic mix in the fur-
nishings and inspirations. The stair-
case is an example. It was inspired 
by a marble staircase I saw in India 
that had these amazing linear details. 
I loved the graphic quality, and I 
thought, ‘Wouldn’t it be wonderful  
to do it with horizontal timbers?’ So I 
re-created it here, in fumed gray oak 
and plaster.
Tell me more about yourself. Where 
are you from, originally?
I grew up in Virginia, and by the time 
I was 10 I was already obsessed with 
houses and furnishings—particularly 
historic Colonial houses. But early on 
I knew I had to leave the comfort of the 
South and see the world. 
Where did you go first? 
At 17, I moved to New York and studied 
at FIT, then to London for a degree in 
fine arts. I returned to New York and 
trained with Bebe Winkler before 
finally going to work for Parish- Hadley.  
I moved to Australia 20 years ago.
Who are your style icons? 
My style has been influenced by the 
spare elegance of several Ameri-
can designers: Albert Hadley, John  
Saladino, Rose Tarlow, Mica Erte-
gun, Bill Blass. Barbara Barry and 
David Easton have been mentors. 
But all things considered, Australia  

has had the most profound influence 
on my style. 
In what way? 
Australia was a fantastic eye-opener. 
I learned to throw away the rules and 
simply get on with it—it allows for 
such freedom of expression.
The living room has an appealing sim-
plicity, but I know it’s not that easy to 
achieve this kind of calm. What’s the 
secret?
Editing. That’s another thing Austra-
lia has taught me. Most houses here 
are indoor-outdoor, especially in Syd-
ney, and there’s that lovely simplifica-
tion. Every inch of a room doesn’t have 
to be full. You have to know what to 
take out if it doesn’t work, and what 
not to include in the first place. 
What did you include in the living 
room? 
There are so many different kinds  
of ingredients—the Afghan carpet, 
the contemporary rawhide chairs,  
the midcentur y-modern Italian 
lights, the African and Indonesian 
textiles, the ocher and green Indian 
lanterns. That’s a tricky mix of styles, 

and the only way to make it work is by 
strict editing. 
It’s so romantic, the way one whole wall 
of the living room opens to the pool. 
You never forget you’re outdoors. Last 
week, a bunch of crabs crawled under 
the banquette. 
That banquette has got to set a record 
for size. 
It’s kind of a cross between a Moroc-
can salon and a 1970s conversation 
pit. And it’s covered in indoor- outdoor 
fabric. You couldn’t have done that 15 
years ago, because the fabrics were so 
stiff and unappealing. Now they’re 
soft, just like normal fabric. 
The room registers as this lovely blur 
of earth tones.
And all these wonderful textures. The 
floor is French limestone, antique, 
and that texture makes all the differ-
ence. It gives it a patina. Nothing in 
here is slick. The ceiling planks are 
limed with a warm gray paint and by 
now it’s aged a bit—it has those crack-
les that give it a softness. 
What inspired the palette and the 
materials in the house? 
Shells, found objects on the beach, wet 
sand. We wanted everything to be a 
bit tumbled, textured. But generally 
everything was chosen for its cool-
ing effect in the intense Florida heat. 
All through the house, you see this 
understated interplay between cool 
and natural. 
The kitchen is an exercise in coolness. 
And editing: I don’t even see a fridge! 
It’s in a secondary kitchen, used for 
prep. The inspiration in the main 
kitchen was Belgian and Dutch. 
Those exquisite fretwork doors look 
like Indian jalis to me. 
Those are laser-cut stained-oak pan-
els that slide open and shut, so that 
they can close off the kitchen if they 
want to. 
The master bedroom is very East meets  
West. 
The clients gave me a specific brief: 
they wanted the room to be Moroccan 
in mood. 
Then why do you have a Georgian Eng-
lish bookcase in there?
As I said, this is a global house!

ABOVE: The living 
room opens to 
the pool. Coral 
stepping stones 
at one end let you 
walk on water. 
OPPOSITE: Hamel 
added the same 
fumed oak to 
the arms of the 
Christian Liaigre 
sofa that faces 
the banquette. 
The Tavolino 
coffee table from 
Formations is a 
simple rectangle 
in wood and  
iron, but it adds 
a lot of texture. 
Afghan rug from 
Decor Interna-
tional Rugs. The 
shell mirror was 
custom-made in 
Australia. African 
nesting tables 
from Tribal Gath-
ering London. 
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Hamel hung three different styles of Tom Dixon Beat lights over the 
large island, made of oak and Lagos Blue CaesarStone. He designed 
the barstools. OPPOSITE: Sliding panels separate the kitchen and dining 
room; the lacy fretwork is reminiscent of Indian jalis. Klismos chairs—
Michael Taylor’s Garden chairs—surround a custom Parnassus dining 
table in white oak from Therien & Co. Ziyi chandeliers from Aero Studios.
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1. Turkish-style pillows accent a Ralph Pucci 
chaise in the master bedroom.  2. There’s 
a round opening in the roof of the pavil-
ion, so you can lie on the daybed, which 
is suspended by rope, and look up at the 
stars.  3. A blue ceramic table base adds 
a splash of color.  4. The family room TV 
pops up from a custom cabinet under an 
Australian landscape painting.  5. Detail 
of the master bedroom’s Moroccan-style 
fireplace. Tile by Habibi Interiors.  6. Din-
ing under the pergola in Dedon Marrakesh 
chairs from Janus et Cie.  7. In the master 
bedroom, an armchair and ottoman are 
covered in Jasper’s Mali Stripe.  8. Afri-
can chairs from Tribal Gathering London. 
OPPOSITE: A vintage blue leather armchair 
is an unexpected touch in the study. Otto-
mans are by Michael Berman from Profiles.
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A dramatic headboard, designed by Hamel, is the star attraction in the 
Moroccan- inspired master bedroom. It’s upholstered with Fortuny’s Cam-
panelle. Behind it, a Venetian plaster wall by Carol Makris evokes polished 
stone. A subtle geometric frieze on the adjacent wall strikes an exotic note. 
An inlaid trunk from India holds two TVs. Rug from I & B Perryman.
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Cool gray walls—Smoke Wax limestone by Artistic Tile—set off paintings by Aus-
tralian artist Tony Tuckson in the master bath. Floor is aged Petit Granite from 
Exquisite Surfaces. City bathtub from Urban Archaeology. OPPOSITE: Even the dress-
ing room vestibule is a mix of cultures—a Chinese-style bronze table by Robert Kuo, a 
Fortuny hanging light, an antique Italian hall chair. FOR MOR E DE TA I L S , SEE R E SOU RC E S


